Stony Brook Undergraduate Biology Part-Time Faculty Archives

Part-Time Faculty – Summer 2018
Janet Andersen, PhD – Lecturer
Coryn Cange, MS – Lecturer
Dhruv, Chauhan – Lecturer
Ivan Chavez – Lecturer
Brian Coyne, MS – Lecturer
Kate Creasey, PhD – Lecturer
Alexandra D’Amprisi – Lecturer
Jeffrey Ecklund, MA – Lecturer
Christiana Fauci – Lecturer
Sharee Giannone, MS – Head Proctor
Christina Giordano, MA – Lecturer
Alan Guo – Lecturer
Michael Harnett – Lecturer
Andrew Hillowe – Lecturer
Sangeet Honey, PhD – Research Assistant Professor
Michael Lake, PhD – Lecturer
Sondra Lazarowitz, PhD – Lecturer
Kevin Mai – Lecturer
Joseph Masselli – Lecturer
Sadia Morium – Lecturer
Natalia Paone – Lecturer
Sujata Pawagi, MS – Lecturer
Stuart Plotkin, DPM – Lecturer
Maria Rosa, PhD – Lecturer
Silvia Salamone – Lecturer
Matthew Schmidt, PhD – Visiting Assistant Professor
Kristine Seitz, MA – Lecturer
Kristen Slovak, MA – Lecturer
Stefan Tafrov, PhD – Lecturer
Mihir Umarani, MS – Lecturer
Part-Time Faculty – Spring 2018
Mohammad Ahmad, MBA – Lecturer
Logan Becker – Lecturer
Sheneil Black – Lecturer
Ivan Chavez – Lecturer
Brian Coyne – Lecturer
Alexandra D’Amprisi – Lecturer
Matthew DiGiovanni – Lecturer
Jeffrey Ecklund, MA – Lecturer
Erica Falcone, MA – Lecturer
Christian Fauci – Lecturer
Sharee Giannone, MS – Head Proctor
Christina Giordano, MA – Lecturer
Alan Guo – Lecturer
Sangeet Honey, PhD – Research Assistant Professor
Victoria Lentzeres – Lecturer
Joseph Masselli – Lecturer
Maxwell Moore – Lecturer
Sujata Pawagi, MS – Lecturer
Sarah Perrotta – Lecturer
Christopher Pimentel – Lecturer
Stuart Plotkin, DPM – Lecturer
Silvia Salamone – Lecturer
Matthew Schmidt, PhD – Visiting Assistant Professor
Julia Tomasello – Lecturer
John Zinno – Lecturer

Part-Time Faculty – Winter 2018
Sangeet Honey, PhD – Research Assistant Professor
Gina Sanchez – Lecturer
Part-Time Faculty – Fall 2017
Mohammad Ahmad, MBA – Lecturer
Hareem Ahmed – Lecturer (hareem.ahmed@stonybrook.edu)
Logan Becker – Lecturer
Sheneil Black – Lecturer
Chelsea Byrd – Lecturer
Coryn Cange – Lecturer
Michelle Chan – Lecturer
Ivan Chavez – Lecturer
Mian Chen – Lecturer
Katherine Conroy – Lecturer
Brian Coyne – Lecturer
Esau Cruz Gutierrez – Lecturer
Jenesis Curtis – Lecturer
Alexandra D’Amprisi – Lecturer
Matthew DiGiovanni – Lecturer
Jeffrey Ecklund, MA – Lecturer
Erica Falcone, MA – Lecturer
Sharee Giannone, MS – Head Proctor
Alan Guo – Lecturer
Andrew Hillowe – Lecturer
Sangeet Honey, PhD – Research Assistant Professor
Arjun Kapoor – Lecturer
Francis Karnes – Lecturer
Dong Yeob Lee – Lecturer
Victoria Lentzeres – Lecturer
Joseph Masselli – Lecturer
Maxwell Moore – Lecturer
Bike Ozkan – Lecturer
James Palmer – Lecturer
Sunjae Park – Lecturer
Sujata Pawagi, MS – Lecturer
Sarah Perrotta – Lecturer
Christopher Pimentel – Lecturer
Melissa Pizzonia – Lecturer
Stuart Plotkin, DPM – Lecturer
Tiffany Richards – Lecturer
Christian Rodriguez – Lecturer
Silvia Salamone – Lecturer
Jennifer Shapp – Lecturer
Julia Tomasello – Lecturer
Kate Valerio – Lecturer
Yao Jin Zhu – Lecturer
John Zinno – Lecturer
Part-Time Faculty – Summer 2017
Janet Andersen, PhD – Lecturer
Kimberly Bell, PhD – Lecturer
Coryn Cange – Lecturer
Kate Creasey, PhD – Lecturer
Esau Cruz Gutierrez – Lecturer
Alexandra D’Amprisi – Lecturer
Jeffrey Ecklund, MA – Lecturer
Erica Falcone – Lecturer
Sharee Giannone, MS – Head Proctor
Christina Giordano, MA – Lecturer
Sangeet Honey, PhD – Research Assistant Professor
Abigale Koppa – Lecturer
Michael Lake, PhD – Lecturer
Dong Yeob Lee – Lecturer
Marisa Lim – Lecturer
Maureen Lynch, MS – Lecturer
Katherine Monjaras – Lecturer
Bike Ozkan – Lecturer
Christa Pappalardo, MS – Lecturer
Sujata Pawagi, MS – Lecturer
Sarah Perrotta – Lecturer
Stuart Plotkin, DPM – Lecturer
Inefta Reid, PhD – Research Assistant Professor
Tiffany Richards – Lecturer
Gena Sbeglia, MS – Lecturer
Matthew Schmidt, PhD – Visiting Assistant Professor
Richard Schwamb – Lecturer
Kristen Slovak, MA – Lecturer
Husain Sodawalla – Lecturer
Kate Valerio – Lecturer
Jason Wu – Lecturer
Casey Youngflesh, MS – Lecturer
Part-Time Faculty – Spring 2017
Kimberly Bell, PhD – Lecturer
Coryn Cange – Lecturer
Ivan Chavez – Lecturer
Esau Cruz Gutierrez – Lecturer
Alexandra D’Amprisi – Lecturer
Jeffrey Ecklund, MA – Lecturer
Erica Falcone – Lecturer
Sharee Giannone, MS – Head Proctor
Christina Giordano, MA – Lecturer
Farnaz Hadaghian – Lecturer
Sangeet Honey, PhD – Research Assistant Professor
Poorna Kannan, MS – Lecturer
Matthew Lee – Lecturer
Simeiyun Liu – Lecturer
Christa Pappalardo, MS – Lecturer
Sujata Pawagi, MS – Lecturer
Sarah Perrotta – Lecturer
Stuart Plotkin, DPM – Lecturer
Yasharah Raza – Lecturer
Tiffany Richards – Lecturer
Matthew Schmidt, PhD – Visiting Assistant Professor
Richard Schwamb – Lecturer
Jennifer Shapp – Lecturer
Husain Sodawalla – Lecturer
Kevin Talento – Lecturer
Kate Valerio – Lecturer
Jason Wu – Lecturer

Part-Time Faculty – Winter 2017
Sangeet Honey, PhD – Research Assistant Professor
Bike Ozkan – Lecturer
Part-Time Faculty – Fall 2016
Marydelle Abia – Lecturer
Aneesa Ali – Lecturer
Kimberly Bell, PhD – Lecturer
Coryn Cange – Lecturer
Noele Certain – Lecturer
Ivan Chavez – Lecturer
Traci Collier, MS – Lecturer
Kate Creasey, PhD – Lecturer
Esau Cruz Gutierrez – Lecturer
Alexandra D’Amprisi – Lecturer
Tanvi Dutia, MS – Lecturer
Jeffrey Ecklund, MA – Lecturer
Brooke Eichenlaub – Lecturer
Erica Falcone – Lecturer
Gregory Fratellone, MS – Lecturer
Sharee Giannone, MS – Head Proctor
Christina Giordano, MA – Lecturer
Farnaz Hadaghian – Lecturer
Joshua Hatfield – Lecturer
Sangeet Honey, PhD – Research Assistant Professor
Poorna Kannan – Lecturer
Min Seong Kim – Lecturer
Dong Yeob Lee – Lecturer
Nettie Liburt, PhD - Lecturer
Christa Pappalardo – Lecturer
Sujata Pawagi, MS – Lecturer
Stuart Plotkin, DPM – Lecturer
Ron Ramsunder – Lecturer
Radhika Rawani – Lecturer
Yasharah Raza – Lecturer
Tiffany Richards – Lecturer
Sumbal Saif – Lecturer
Richard Schwamb – Lecturer
Andrew Smith – Lecturer
Husain Sodawalla – Lecturer
Rahat Suddle, MD – Lecturer
Kevin Talento – Lecturer
Kate Valerio – Lecturer
Jason Wu – Lecturer
Ning Yang, PhD – Instructor
Part-Time Faculty – Summer 2016
Janet Andersen, PhD – Lecturer
Kimberly Bell – Lecturer
Jennifer Beshel, PhD – Lecturer
Jonathan Borrelli – Lecturer
Evgeny Brud – Lecturer
Marianna Catege – Lecturer
Ivan Chavez – Lecturer
Edward Chin – Lecturer
Dorian Cohen, MS – Lecturer
Traci Collier, MS – Lecturer
Jeffrey Ecklund, MA – Lecturer
Erica Falcone – Lecturer
Sharee Giannone, MS – Head Proctor
Christina Giordano, MA – Lecturer
Farnaz Hadaghian – Lecturer
Sangeet Honey, PhD – Research Assistant Professor
Alice Jone – Lecturer
Julia Kang – Lecturer
Poorna Kannan – Lecturer
Yuwoong Kim – Lecturer
Michael Lake, PhD – Lecturer
Dong Yeob Lee – Lecturer
Robert Morabito – Lecturer
Christa Pappalardo – Lecturer
Sujata Pawagi, MS – Lecturer
Inefta Reid, PhD – Research Instructor
Matthew Schmidt, PhD – Visiting Assistant Professor
Richard Schwamb – Lecturer
Patrick Singer – Lecturer
Kristen Slovak, MA – Lecturer
Husain Sodawalla – Lecturer
Robert Wadolowski – Lecturer
Part-Time Faculty – Spring 2016

Ivan Chavez – Lecturer
Dorian Cohen, MS – Lecturer
Traci Collier, MS – Lecturer
Jeffrey Ecklund, MA – Lecturer
Sharee Giannone, MS – Head Proctor
Christina Giordano, MA – Lecturer
Farnaz Hadaghian – Lecturer
Sangeet Honey, PhD – Research Assistant Professor
Michael Hoos, PhD – Lecturer
Joo Heui Kim – Lecturer
Yuwoong Kim – Lecturer
Dana Lengel – Lecturer
Sujata Pawagi, MS – Lecturer
Stuart Plotkin, DPM – Lecturer
Junaid Rajani – Lecturer
Emily Runnells, MS – Lecturer
Matthew Schmidt, PhD – Visiting Assistant Professor
Kevin Talento – Lecturer
Pratibha Thakur – Lecturer
**Part-Time Faculty – Fall 2015**

- Brian Benz – Lecturer
- Ivan Chavez – Lecturer
- Sam Chiappone – Lecturer
- Edward Chin – Lecturer
- Dorian Cohen, MS – Lecturer
- Niranjana Cohen, MD – Lecturer
- Traci Collier, MS – Lecturer
- Piper Corp, MA – Lecturer
- Gautam Dagur, MS – Lecturer
- Jeffrey Ecklund, MA – Lecturer
- Mariana Edaes – Lecturer
- Erica Falcone – Lecturer
- Tianna Freiberger – Lecturer
- Sharee Giannone, MS – Head Proctor
- Christina Giordano – Lecturer
- Joshua Ha – Lecturer
- Farnaz Hadaghiian – Lecturer
- Sangeet Honey, PhD – Research Assistant Professor
- Laraib Ijaz – Lecturer
- Joo Heui Kim – Lecturer
- Yuwoong Kim – Lecturer
- Dong Yeob Lee – Lecturer
- Dana Lengel – Lecturer
- Sujata Pawagi, MS – Lecturer
- Stuart Plotkin, DPM – Lecturer
- Junaid Rajani – Lecturer
- Anjali Rana – Lecturer
- Andrew Ravin – Lecturer
- Ronald Sanchez – Lecturer
- Richard Schwamb – Lecturer
- Kristen Slovak, MA – Lecturer
- Taylor Stiegler – Lecturer
- Kevin Talento – Lecturer
- Charles Taut – Lecturer
- Pratibha Thakur – Lecturer
- Tenzin Tselha, MS – Lecturer
- Tania Wyss, MS – Lecturer